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Abstract. Emotion classification is an interesting problem in affective 
computing that can be applied in various tasks, such as speech synthesis, image 
processing and text processing. With the increasing amount of textual data on the 
Internet, especially reviews of customers that express opinions and emotions 
about products. These reviews are important feedback for companies. Emotion 
classification aims to identify an emotion label for each review. This research 
investigated three approaches for emotion classification of opinions in the Thai 
language, written in unstructured format, free form or informal style. Different 
sets of features were studied in detail and analyzed. The experimental results 
showed that a hierarchical approach, where the subjectivity of the review is 
determined first, then the polarity of opinion is identified and finally the 
emotional label is calculated, yielded the highest performance, with precision, 
recall and F-measure at 0.691, 0.743 and 0.709, respectively. 
Keywords: hierarchical emotion classification; speech synthesis; opinion 
classification; text processing; Thai language. 
1 Introduction 
With the growth of Internet communication, emotion classification on text-
based resources, e.g. blogs, online newspapers and social networks, is becoming 
a more interesting and challenging task. Emotion classification can be applied in 
researches on subjects such as speech synthesis [1], image processing [2-4] and 
especially text processing [5-8]. Many people regularly buy products from 
websites or mobile applications. These websites or applications want to have 
product feedback after customers have used their products. Customers’ reviews 
are usually written in unstructured format, free form or informal style. The 
content of a review usually expresses opinions and emotions about the quality 
and quantity of the product that the reviewer ordered and used. These emotions 
can affect the profit and image of a company. If reviewers express positive 
opinions or positive emotions toward a product on a website, there is a tendency 
to attract more customers to it. Due to the large amount of reviews, it is difficult 
for readers to identify emotions manually. An automatic emotion classification 
method is needed to solve this problem.  
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Most emotion classification methods are proposed for English and Western 
languages. However, these cannot be directly applied to the Thai language. Thai 
texts are written in continuous form, without spaces, punctuation marks, full 
stops (‘.’), commas (‘,’) or semicolons (‘;’) to identify boundaries of words and 
sentences [9]. Haruechaiyasak, et al. [10] proposed the S-Sense framework for 
three Thai social media sources to identify intention and sentiment labels from 
text. They used three lexicon resources, i.e. LEXiTRON (electronic Thai-
English dictionary), the Thai Twitter corpus and clue words, and applied the 
Multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm as the classification model. Chirawichitchai 
[6] proposed emotion classification on social networks in the Thai language by 
using a corpus-based approach. This research used Boolean, term frequency and 
Tf-Idf weights as feature sets and applied the Support Vector Machine, Naïve 
Bayes, Decision Tree and K-nearest Neighbor algorithms to detect six emotions. 
The experimental results showed that Boolean weighting with Support Vector 
Machine yielded the best performance. Lastly, Chumwatana [11] proposed 
sentiment classification on social media and websites. This method extracts 
emotional words from text and assigned each word with a sentiment score (‘+1’ 
for a positive word, ‘0’ for a neutral word and ‘-1’ for a negative word). The 
sentiment score of an opinion is calculated by summing the word scores 
together. Previous researches on Thai opinion classification have suggested that 
an effective feature set can be constructed from corpus-based and lexicon 
approaches. This research proposes a hierarchical framework to identify 
emotions (i.e. objective, anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and surprise) 
for actual customer reviews written in the Thai language. 
The hierarchical classification framework consists of 3 levels: the opinion level, 
the sentiment level and the emotion level. The opinion level separates 
customers’ reviews into two types, i.e. objective and subjective reviews [12]. 
An objective or neutral emotion expresses factual information or no opinion. A 
subjective opinion expresses a reviewer’s opinion, which can be classified as a 
positive or a negative opinion. The second level is the sentiment level, which 
categorizes a subjective opinion as a positive or a negative sentiment [13]. The 
emotion level then assigns an emotion label to an opinion.  
Based on Ekman [14], six basic emotions can be used to describe facial 
expressions in all human traditions. These emotions are: anger, disgust, fear, 
sadness, happiness and surprise. Breazeal in 2003 [15] proposed polarity in 
arousal-valance (A-V) graph space based on Ekman’s emotions, where the x-
axis represents valence by mapping a scale of pleasant versus unpleasant or 
positive versus negative sentiment, while the y-axis represents arousal by 
mapping a scale of being relaxed vs aroused. Positive emotions are happiness 
and surprise, while negative emotions are anger, disgust, fear, and sadness. The 
emotion classification used in this research was organized accordingly. 
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2 Proposed Emotion Classification Techniques 
The proposed method consists of three main processes: (1) text preprocessing 
(2) feature extraction, and (3) emotion classification. Text preprocessing 
provides necessary information and normalization of the words that occur in the 
reviews. Feature extraction generates a set of features by using corpuses and 
lexicons. Then, the emotion classification applies a classification algorithm to 
the extracted features to identify the emotion labels. Three approaches for 
emotion classification were studied, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 Three approaches of emotion classification framework. 
The first approach uses a classifier directly to identify seven labels of opinion 
analysis, i.e. objective opinion and Ekman’s six human emotions. The second 
approach is a two-level structure of opinion filtering and emotion classification. 
Opinion filtering determines whether a review contains a subjective opinion of 
the reviewer. Emotion classification then classifies the emotion of the opinion 
identified in the previous step into six emotion labels, i.e. anger, disgust, fear, 
sadness, happiness and surprise. The last approach contains three levels of 
opinion filtering, sentiment filtering and positive and negative emotion 
classification. The difference with the second approach is that after opinion 
filtering instead of classifying emotion directly, each opinion is separated first 
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into positive and negative opinions and then each positive opinion is classified 
into a positive emotion and each negative opinion is classified into a negative 
emotion. 
2.1 Text Preprocessing 
Preprocessing includes word segmentation, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, word 
replacement and stopword elimination. Examples of the preprocessing steps are 
shown in Table 3. 
2.1.1 Word Segmentation 
Unlike English, the Thai language has distinctive syntactical and semantic 
characteristics. The language has no specific symbols (e.g. ‘.’, ‘?’, ’;’) to 
identify the end of a sentence or clause. Furthermore, there is no space between 
words. Accordingly, identifying the boundaries of each word is a nontrivial 
problem for Thai. This research specifically focused on customer reviews 
usually written in unstructured format, free form or informal style. Word 
segmentation was performed by KuCut [16], which is based on global and local 
unsupervised learning to segment unknown words. 
2.1.2 Part-Of-Speech Tagging 
Part-of-speech (POS) is considered an important element at the morphology 
level to represent the role of token words such as ‘verb’, ‘noun’ and 
‘conjunction’. POS has essential information at the word level for identifying 
opinion categories. Hence, the Jitar tagging tool [17] was applied to assign a 
POS label to each word. Jitar is based on a trigram hidden Markov model 
(HMM) and the Naist corpus [18]. The Naist corpus consists of 60,511,974 
words that were collected from Thai magazines and has 49 part-of-speech tag 
sets in 17 groups. 
2.1.3 Word Replacement 
Word replacement reduces typographical errors and words with repeated 
characters. Typographical errors are caused by mistyping, for example, 
‘แอลกอฮอล’์ (alcohol) can be mistyped as ‘แอลกอฮ’, ‘แอลกอฮอ’ or                               
‘แอลกอฮอลล’์, while words with repeated characters are caused by a reviewer 
repeating characters on the keyboard to express a strong opinion. For example, 
in ‘ดมีากกกกกก’ (very good) the character ‘ก’ is repeated 5 times. The Thai 
language has the symbol ‘ๆ’ to signify the repetition of the previous word. 
Therefore, ‘ดมีากกกกกก’ is becomes ‘ดมีากๆๆๆๆๆ’. Word replacement was 
implemented by regular expression rules. In addition, this research defined five 
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new POS tags for punctuation that indicates opinion labels. The new POS tag 
set is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 New POS tag set. 
Naist tag set New tag set 
?/punc ?/Qmark 
(/punc or /(punc ‘/Qparent 
ๆ/punc ๆ/Qrepeat 
!/punc !/Qexclamation 
‘/punc or ’/punc or “ /punc or ”/punc ”/Qquote 
2.1.4 Stopword Elimination 
Some extremely common words in text have little value to identify types of 
human emotions. These words are called stopwords and consist of a set of 
common words (e.g. a, the, for, at), punctuations (e.g. (, ], ?, ‘), numbers (e.g. 1, 
2, 3) and symbols (e.g. %, $, @). These were eliminated.  
The remaining words are the main words that the reviewer uses to express his or 
her opinion. This research used information from POS tagging to ignore words 
that do not express opinions or emotions of reviewers. There are three types of 
filters, i.e. eleven POS tags that are words expressing no opinion, blank and 
English words for brands or ingredients of products, or reviewers’ names. The 
list of eleven POS tags is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Eleven POS tags for stopword elimination. 
No POS Tag Description Example No 
POS 
Tag Description Example 
Participle Symbol 
1 aff Affirmative คะ่, ครับ 7 sym Symbol ฯลฯ,  %  
2 part Particle นะ, น่ันเอง Noun 
Classifier 8 ntit Title noun นาย, นางสาว 
3 cl Classifier ชิน้,กลอ่ง 9 nlab Label noun 2, ก 
Prefix 10 nnum Cardinal number หมืน่, 1000 
4 pref1 Prefix1 การ, ความ Punctuation 
5 pref2 Prefix2 ผู,้ นัก 11 punc Punctuation  .,- ,_ 6 pref3 Prefix3 ชาว 
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Table 3 Examples of each text preprocessing step. 
Process Example Remark 
Input 
“ivory_caps”_ไมเ่ห็นไดผ้ลเลยใชม้าจะ_6_ขวดแลว้อะ่             
[“ivory caps”, there are not any results, although I have used 
it for 6 bottles] 
underscore (_) 
represents a space 
Word 
Segmentation 
“|ivory|_|caps|”|ไม|่เห็น|ได|้ผล|เลย|ใช|้มา|จะ|_|6|_|ขวด|แลว้|อ่
ะ| 
vertical bar (|) 
represents a segmented 
sign 
POS Tagging 
“/punc|ivory/npn|_/punc|caps/npn|”/punc|_/punc| ไม/่neg|           
เห็น/vt|ได/้vpost|ผล/ncn|เลย/part|_/punc|ใช/้vt|มา/vpost|                    
จะprev|_/punc|6/nnum|_/punc|ขวด/cl|แลว้/vpost|อะ่/aff| 
 
Word 
Replacement 
”/Qquote|ivory/npn|_/punc|caps/npn|”/Qquote| 
_/punc|ไม/่neg|เห็น/vt|ได/้vpost|ผล/ncn|เลย/part|_/punc|ใช/้vt|มา
/vpost| จะprev| 
_/punc|6/nnum|_/punc|ขวด/cl|แลว้/vpost|อะ่/aff| 
replace “/punc and 
”/punc with ”/Qquote 
Stopword 
Elimination 
 
”/Qquote|”/Qquote|ไม/่neg|เห็น/vt|ได/้vpost|ผล/ncn|เลย/part|   
ใช/้vt|มา/vpost|จะ/prev|แลว้/vpost| 
remove 3 tokens; 
6/nnum|, ขวด/cl|,              
อะ/aff| and remove 5 
spaces and 2 English 
words 
2.2 Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction constructs a vector representation for each review. This 
research used five corpus-based and lexicon feature subsets. 
2.2.1 Term Weighting 
The term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) weighting 
technique [19] was used, where 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is the number of times a term 𝑡𝑖 appears in 
document 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 is the raw frequency count of term 𝑡𝑖 in document 𝑑𝑖. The 
normalized 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 formula is shown in Eq. (1), where the maximum is computed 
over all terms that appear in the document and |V| is the vocabulary size. 𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑖 is 
the inverse document frequency of term 𝑡𝑖, where 𝑁 is the total number of 
documents and 𝑑𝑡𝑖 is the number of documents in which term 𝑡𝑖 appears. The 
formula for 𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑖 is shown in Eq. (2). The weight 𝑇𝑡 − 𝐼𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑖 can be calculated 
with Eq. (3): 
 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖𝑖max({𝑓1𝑖,𝑓2𝑖,…,𝑓|𝑉|𝑖,})                                    (1) 
 𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑖 = log 𝑁𝑑𝑓𝑖      (2) 
 𝑇𝑡 − 𝐼𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑡𝑖      (3) 
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The Tf-Idf weight of a unigram word (TUW) is calculated for each term while 
that of a bigram word (TBW) is calculated for each word pair. 
2.2.2 Part-of-Speech Weighting 
The part-of-speech (POS) weight feature is the Tf-Idf weight for a POS tag, 
calculated from the training data. There are weights for both unigram part-of-
speech (TUP) and bigram part-of-speech (TBP). 
2.2.3 Thai Sentiment Lexicon 
The last subset of features is a Thai sentiment lexicon [20] that creates two 
attributes for identifying positive and negative words from customer reviews. 
These attributes were derived from a Thai sentiment lexicon that is available 
online and consists of 1,031 words, where 321 words constitute the positive 
lexicon (PL) and 710 words constitute the negative lexicon (NL). The lexicon 
includes nouns, verbs and adjectives. This feature is represented as two integer 
attributes: positive_score and negative_score. The value of each attribute is 
calculated according to the pseudocode in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2   Pseudocode for calculating lexicon score. 
2.3 Opinion Classification 
Three classification algorithms were used in combination with the proposed 
method to identify emotion labels, i.e. Decision Tree, Multinomial Naïve Bayes 
and Support Vector Machine. 
2.3.1 Decision Tree 
A decision tree consists of internal nodes that represent attribute tests and leaf 
nodes that contain output classes. Information gain is computed as the decrease 
in entropy after a data set is split on an attribute and the attribute with the 
highest information gain is selected for the current split. Information gain and 
entropy can be calculated according to Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively [21]. 
 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝐺(𝑆,𝐴) = 𝐸𝐺𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑆) − ∑ |𝑆𝑖|
𝑆
.𝐸𝐺𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑆𝑖)𝑖  (4) 
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 𝐸𝐺𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑆) = ∑ −𝐸𝑖𝑙𝐸𝑙2𝐸𝑖𝑐𝑖=0  (5)                    
where S is the training data set, A is the attribute set, p is the proportion of 
instances belonging to class i, and c is the total number of classes. 
2.3.2 Multinomial Naive Bayes 
Multinomial Naive Bayes [22] is a popular classification technique in the 
context of text analytics. It calculates the conditional probability of observing 
features 𝑥1 through 𝑥𝑛 given some class c, where 𝐸(𝑥𝑖|c) is shown in Eq. (6). 
 𝑃(𝑥1,𝑥2, … . , 𝑥𝑛|𝑐)     (6)           
With the independence assumption, Multinomial Naive Bayes can be expressed 
as Eq. (7). Its application to text classification considers the positions of words 
in a document as shown in Eq. (8).  
 𝐶𝑁𝑁 = argmax𝑐∈𝐶 𝑃(𝑐𝑖)∏ 𝑃(𝑥|𝑐)𝑥∈𝑋   (7)          
 𝐶𝑁𝑁 = argmax𝑐∈𝐶 𝑃(𝑐𝑖)∏ 𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑐𝑖)𝑖∈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑛𝑝        (8)                              
2.3.3 Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19,23] is a supervised learning method relying 
on a linear separation of input data with high dimensions. SVM represents the 
training data with different categories as points in a vector space and uses a 
margin to define the distance between the separating hyperplane and the 
training data that are closest to this hyperplane. A kernel function K(x,y) 
represents our desired notion of similarity between data x and y, allowing the 
learning of a non-linear model. The polynomial kernel, shown in Eq. (9), is a 
commonly used function and was applied in this research. 
 𝐾(𝑥,𝐸) = ( < 𝑥,𝐸 > +1)𝑑  (9)                          
3 Data Set 
There is no standard test collection for free-text reviews in the Thai language 
specifically for opinion classification. The data set used in this research 
consisted of customer reviews of cosmetics collected from three popular beauty 
websites, i.e. www.lazada.co.th, www.kony.com and www.vanilla.in.th with a 
total of 2,770 reviews. Each review was annotated by five readers who were 
familiar with the subject matter and the label with the majority votes was 
selected as the result. Accordingly, each annotation had three levels: the opinion 
label, consisting of two types (objective and subjective); the sentiment label, 
consisting of two types (positive and negative); and the emotion label, 
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consisting of six labels (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and surprise). 
Table 4 shows the characteristics of the data set. 
Table 4 Characteristics of the data set. 
Label Number of reviews Example Remark 
Objective 138 
สตูรของ Bio-Oil 
เป็นการผสานกนัของสารสกดัจากพชืและวติามนิทีอ่ยูใ่นรปูของน้ํา
มนั โดยมสีารประกอบ PurCellin Oil  
ซึง่ทําใหส้ตูรของ Bio-Oil มคีวามบางเบาดดูซมึสูผ่วิงา่ย 
[The Bio-Oil formulation is a combination of plant 
extracts and vitamins, suspended in an oil base. It 
contains PurCellin Oil, which makes it light and not 
greasy.] 
 
Subjective 2,632 เนือ้ครมีมนัมาก วนัไหนอากาศรอ้นตกบา่ยหนา้มนัเยิม้เลย [It’s very oily. It turns greasy when the weather is hot.]  
Positive 994 หลอดนงึใชไ้ดห้ลายเดอืนคุม้คา่มาก                                                                           [A tube lasts for many months. Worth the money!] 
positive and 
negative 
labels are 
identified 
from 
subjective 
labels 
Negative 1,638 เนือ้ครมีมนัมาก วนัไหนอากาศรอ้นตกบา่ยหนา้มนัเยิม้เลย [It’s very oily. It turns greasy when the weather is hot.] 
Anger 679 
แยม่าก ของใกลห้มดอาย ุไมแ่จง้ใหท้ราบ ขวดใหญม่าก 
แลว้จัดโปร 1 แถม 1 ไปอกี ใครจะไปใชท้นั 
[It is very bad. Product was almost expired, but they did 
not tell the customer. The bottle is big with buy 1 get 1.  
Who can use it all?] 
anger, 
disgust, fear 
and sadness 
are 
identified 
from 
negative 
labels 
Disgust 287 
เนือ้ครมีมนัมาก วนัไหนอากาศรอ้นตกบา่ยหนา้มนัเยิม้เลย 
[It’s very creamy. When the weather is hot, it turns 
greasy.] 
Fear 183 เราใชแ้ลว้แพอ้ะ่ แสบตามากๆๆ มนัรอ้นบอกไมถ่กู [I am allergic to the product. My eyes are very irritated.] 
Sadness 559 
ตวันีซ้ ือ้มาแอบหวงัเล็กๆ วา่จะด ีแตก่ลบัเฉยๆ ใชไ้ปไดค้รึง่ขวด 
 ก็เปลีย่นไปลองยีห่อ้อืน่แลว้คะ่ ไมเ่หน็ผลใดๆ เลย 
[I hoped that this would a good product. But after a half 
of the bottle, I changed to another brand. No good.] 
Happiness 489 
เนือ้ครมีนุ่มมากผวิสมัผสัด ีซมึไว เวลาทาแลว้ทําใหห้นา้ดนูุ่มๆ ขึน้ 
ผวิสขุภาพดขีึน้ ไมแ่พ ้ไมม่กีลิน่แรงดว้ย 
[The cream is very soft and absorbed into the skin 
quickly. It makes my face look soft and healthy skin. No 
strong smell.] 
happiness 
and surprise 
are 
identified 
from 
positive 
labels Surprise 435 
หลอดนงึใชไ้ดห้ลายเดอืนคุม้คา่มาก                                                                  
[A tube lasts for many months.] 
4 Experimental Evaluations 
The feature extraction process generates five feature subsets for emotion 
classification. They are: Tf-Idf of unigram words (TUW), Tf-Idf of bigram 
words (TBW), Tf-Idf of unigram POS (TUP), Tf-Idf of bigram POS (TBP) and 
Thai sentiment lexicon (TL). This research used Decision Tree, Multinomial 
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Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine as classifiers. Eighty percent of the 
data were used to construct the model and the remaining twenty percent were 
used as test data. The first experiment studied the performance of Approach 1 
with six patterns of feature sets and three classification algorithms. The results 
of the first approach are shown in Table 5. We can see that the TBW feature had 
the best performance, especially with Multinomial Naïve Bayes. The highest 
precision, recall and F-measure values of this approach were 0.689, 0.652 and 
0.657, respectively. 
Table 5 Effectiveness of the first approach. 
Classifier Feature set 
Effectiveness of Approach 1  
Emotion Classification (7 labels) 
Precision Recall F-measure 
Decision Tree 
TUW 0.505 0.492 0.493 
TUW+TL 0.491 0.483 0.483 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.499 0.482 0.486 
TBW 0.505 0.494 0.494 
TBW+TL 0.482 0.468 0.469 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.492 0.473 0.477 
Multinomial        
Naïve Bayes 
TUW 0.648 0.619 0.625 
TUW+TL 0.614 0.570 0.570 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.623 0.590 0.591 
TBW 0.689 0.652 0.657 
TBW+TL 0.632 0.125 0.134 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.668 0.190 0.227 
Support         
Vector Machine 
TUW 0.605 0.595 0.596 
TUW+TL 0.609 0.600 0.600 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.611 0.604 0.604 
TBW 0.640 0.633 0.632 
TBW+TL 0.649 0.640 0.639 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.627 0.619 0.619 
The results of the second approach (two-level hierarchy of opinion filtering and 
emotion classification) are shown in Table 6. They show that the 
TBW+TL+TBP feature set with Support Vector Machine had the best 
performance in filtering opinions, with 0.985, 0.986 and 0.984 for precision, 
recall and F-measure, respectively. Next, the emotion of each opinion was 
classified and the results show that Support Vector Machine with the TBW 
feature performed best with 0.688, 0.684 and 0.681 for precision, recall and F-
measure, respectively. 
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Table 6 Effectiveness of the second approach. 
Classifier Feature set 
Effectiveness of Approach 2 
Opinion Filtering and Emotion Classification 
Level 1 Opinion Filtering 
(2 labels) 
Level 2 Emotion Classification 
(6 labels) 
Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Decision Tree 
TUW 0.963 0.960 0.960 0.515 0.513 0.511 
TUW+TL 0.966 0.962 0.962 0.488 0.490 0.488 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.963 0.962 0.962 0.504 0.498 0.499 
TBW 0.962 0.957 0.959 0.496 0.487 0.486 
TBW+TL 0.965 0.960 0.962 0.501 0.494 0.492 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.959 0.957 0.958 0.501 0.494 0.488 
Multinomial 
Naïve Bayes 
TUW 0.979 0.969 0.972 0.652 0.624 0.615 
TUW+TL 0.979 0.968 0.972 0.659 0.635 0.629 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.982 0.972 0.975 0.651 0.635 0.629 
TBW 0.959 0.697 0.783 0.693 0.426 0.377 
TBW+TL 0.960 0.734 0.810 0.682 0.449 0.394 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.962 0.820 0.869 0.648 0.452 0.419 
Support 
Vector 
Machine 
TUW 0.979 0.980 0.978 0.646 0.643 0.643 
TUW+TL 0.978 0.979 0.978 0.640 0.635 0.636 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.982 0.982 0.982 0.635 0.631 0.630 
TBW 0.983 0.983 0.967 0.688 0.684 0.681 
TBW+TL 0.983 0.983 0.981 0.678 0.673 0.670 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.985 0.986 0.984 0.668 0.665 0.662 
The third approach is a three-level hierarchy, where an opinion is first filtered, 
then the polarity of the opinion is identified and finally the emotion of an 
opinion with positive or negative polarity is classified accordingly. Its 
effectiveness in opinion filtering and sentiment classification is shown in Table 
7 and the result of classifying positive and negative emotion classification is 
shown in Table 8. The results of opinion filtering using the third approach were 
in the same direction as those of the second approach. Table 7 shows that the 
best sentiment-filtering configuration was TBW+TL+TBP with Support Vector 
Machine. The precision, recall and F-measure of this type were 0.947, 0.947 
and 0.946, respectively. The positive and negative opinions were sent to the 
positive and the negative emotion classifiers, respectively. The results of 
positive emotion classification show that the TUW+TL+TUP feature set with 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes had the best performance with 0.768, 0.765 and 0.764 
for precision, recall and F-measure. Lastly, the results of negative emotion 
classification show that the TUW+TL feature set with Support Vector Machine 
had the best performance with 0.719, 0.709 and 0.705 for the three measures, 
respectively. 
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Table 7 Effectiveness of opinion filtering and sentiment filtering in the third 
approach. 
Classifier Feature set 
Effectiveness of Approach 3 
Opinion Filtering, Sentiment Filtering and Emotion Classification 
Level 1 Opinion Filtering 
(2 labels) 
Level 2 Sentiment Filtering 
(2 labels) 
Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Decision 
Tree 
TUW 0.963 0.960 0.960 0.812 0.802 0.804 
TUW+TL 0.966 0.962 0.962 0.823 0.806 0.808 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.963 0.962 0.962 0.770 0.764 0.766 
TBW 0.962 0.957 0.959 0.807 0.791 0.793 
TBW+TL 0.965 0.960 0.962 0.805 0.787 0.789 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.959 0.957 0.958 0.808 0.795 0.797 
Multinomial 
Naïve Bayes 
TUW 0.979 0.969 0.972 0.878 0.878 0.878 
TUW+TL 0.979 0.968 0.972 0.865 0.863 0.864 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.982 0.972 0.975 0.864 0.863 0.864 
TBW 0.959 0.697 0.783 0.902 0.897 0.895 
TBW+TL 0.960 0.734 0.810 0.906 0.905 0.904 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.962 0.820 0.869 0.868 0.867 0.865 
Support 
Vector 
Machine 
TUW 0.979 0.980 0.978 0.878 0.875 0.875 
TUW+TL 0.978 0.979 0.978 0.885 0.882 0.883 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.982 0.982 0.982 0.881 0.878 0.879 
TBW 0.983 0.983 0.967 0.932 0.932 0.932 
TBW+TL 0.983 0.983 0.981 0.939 0.939 0.939 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.985 0.986 0.984 0.947 0.947 0.946 
 
Table 8 Effectiveness of positive and negative classification in the third 
approach. 
Classifier Feature set 
Effectiveness of Approach 3 
Opinion Filtering, Sentiment Filtering and Emotion Classification 
Level 3-1 Positive Emotion 
Classification 
(2 labels) 
Level 3-2 Negative Emotion 
Classification 
(4 labels) 
Precisio
n Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Decision 
Tree 
TUW 0.675 0.673 0.672 0.624 0.618 0.617 
TUW+TL 0.613 0.612 0.610 0.627 0.618 0.618 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.584 0.582 0.575 0.631 0.618 0.615 
TBW 0.635 0.633 0.630 0.625 0.612 0.608 
TBW+TL 0.637 0.633 0.628 0.636 0.612 0.608 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.655 0.653 0.651 0.625 0.618 0.619 
Multinomial 
Naïve Bayes 
TUW 0.757 0.745 0.741 0.723 0.703 0.699 
TUW+TL 0.765 0.755 0.752 0.707 0.691 0.685 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.768 0.765 0.764 0.718 0.697 0.688 
TBW 0.733 0.602 0.531 0.680 0.558 0.516 
TBW+TL 0.733 0.602 0.531 0.671 0.570 0.534 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.689 0.684 0.680 0.658 0.564 0.524 
Support 
Vector 
Machine 
TUW 0.695 0.694 0.693 0.701 0.703 0.700 
TUW+TL 0.695 0.694 0.693 0.702 0.703 0.700 
TUW+TL+TUP 0.717 0.714 0.713 0.694 0.697 0.693 
TBW 0.664 0.663 0.662 0.712 0.703 0.698 
TBW+TL 0.654 0.653 0.652 0.719 0.709 0.705 
TBW+TL+TBP 0.663 0.663 0.663 0.711 0.703 0.699 
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Table 9 compares the performance between the two-level hierarchical 
classification (Approach 2) and the three-level hierarchical classification 
(Approach 3) using the feature sets and algorithms that yielded the highest 
accuracy according to Tables 6, 7 and 8. The results show that the third 
approach achieved the best performance with accuracy at 69.60%. According to 
the precision and F-measure measurement, Approach 3 achieved better 
performance in classifying sentiments and emotions than Approach 2. For some 
emotions, the recall of Approach 2 was higher than that of Approach 3.  
Table 10 shows a comparison between Approach 1 and Approach 3. For all the 
negative emotions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness) and one positive emotion 
(happiness), Approach 3 achieved higher precision than Approach 1. For 
objective, sadness and happiness, Approach 1 achieved higher recall than 
Approach 3. 
Overall, the Tf-Idf of bigram word feature is the most effective feature subset to 
be used for filtering opinions, determining polarity and classifying negative 
emotions. Lexicon resources such as a Thai sentiment lexicon and a POS tag set 
at the morphology level can improve accuracy for the opinion filtering in 
Approaches 2 and 3.  
Support Vector Machine achieves high performance in identifying contrasting 
opinions such as objective versus subjective opinions, and positive versus 
negative sentiments. Multinomial Naïve Bayes achieves high performance in 
identifying closely related emotions, such as happiness versus surprise in 
positive emotion classification. 
There are four main reasons for incorrect classification. Firstly, inaccurate Thai 
word segmentation and POS tagging due to the complexity of the Thai 
language. Secondly, ambiguities in the Thai sentiment lexicon: (1) The scores 
of positive and negative emotion do not conform with the answer. For example, 
an anger emotion getting a positive score. (2) Reviewer can be sarcastic, for 
example ‘ดจีรงิจริ๊งเลย แป้งยีห่อ้นี’้ [this face powder is good], where the review 
actually has a negative sentiment. (3) The Thai sentiment lexicon only has two 
labels (positive and negative), which is not sufficient to classify emotions. (4) 
Bigrams cannot detect patterns of word pairs whose distance is further than two 
words, especially negative words. For example, a positive review [ไม|่เหนยีว| 
เหนอะ|หนะ|] can generate 3 bigrams, such as ‘ไมเ่หนยีว’, ‘เหนยีวเหนอะ’, ‘เหนอะหนะ’.  
The word ‘ไม’่ [not] is a negative word; ‘ไมเ่หนยีว’ expresses a positive 
sentiment, but ‘เหนยีวเหนอะ’ and ‘เหนอะหนะ’ express a negative sentiment. The 
resulted sentiment of the entire opinion is thus negative since the weight of a 
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negative bigram is higher than the weight of a positive one. Thus, bigram is not 
effective in handling this type of problems. 
Table 9 Effectiveness of hierarchical emotion classification. 
Label 
Approach 2 - Two-level Hierarchy 
Classification 
Approach 3 - Three-level Hierarchy 
Classification 
Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Objective 0.769 1.000 0.870 1.000 0.769 0.870 
Anger 0.844 0.692 0.761 0.844 0.667 0.745 
Disgust 0.724 0.750 0.737 0.808 0.724 0.764 
Fear 0.500 0.769 0.606 0.526 0.769 0.625 
Sadness 0.652 0.732 0.690 0.547 0.630 0.586 
Happiness 0.654 0.607 0.630 0.700 0.673 0.686 
Surprise 0.592 0.617 0.604 0.646 0.738 0.689 
Average 0.676 0.738 0.699 0.691 0.743 0.709 
Accuracy 68.50% 69.60% 
Table 10 Effectiveness of Approach 3 versus Approach 1. 
Level Label 
Approach 3 - Three-level 
Hierarchy Classification 
Approach 1 - Emotion 
Classification 
Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Level 1 
Opinion label 
Objective 1.000 0.769 0.870 1.000 0.786 0.880 
Subjective 0.989 1.000 0.994    
Level 2 
Sentiment label 
(based on result 
of level 1) 
Positive 0.939 0.975 0.957    
Negative 0.959 0.904 0.931    
Level 3 
Emotion label 
(based on result 
of level 2) 
Anger 0.844 0.667 0.745 0.769 0.694 0.730 
Disgust 0.808 0.724 0.764 0.800 0.556 0.656 
Fear 0.526 0.769 0.625 0.500 0.538 0.519 
Sadness 0.547 0.630 0.586 0.530 0.714 0.609 
Happiness 0.700 0.673 0.686 0.633 0.717 0.673 
Surprise 0.646 0.738 0.689 0.656 0.583 0.618 
Average  0.691 0.743 0.709 0.688 0.667 0.670 
Accuracy 69.60% 66.67% 
5 Conclusion 
In this paper, a framework for hierarchical classification of fined-grained 
emotions of cosmetic reviews written in the Thai language was presented. The 
proposed framework begins by extracting important words that express the 
opinion of the reviewer, representing each review with a set of features 
consisting of characteristics of unigram and bigram words and part-of-speech 
tags, and a Thai sentiment lexicon.  
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Three approaches of emotion classification were proposed and studied in detail, 
i.e. direct emotional classification of review texts; opinion filtering and 
emotional classification of opinions; and a hierarchical approach of opinion 
filtering, opinion polarity identification and emotion classification. At each step, 
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and Multinomial Naïve Bayes were 
tested as classifiers.  
A set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
different approaches and configurations on a collection of actual informal free-
text reviews acquired from the Internet. The results showed that the proposed 
hierarchical approach had the best performance with precision, recall and F-
measure at 0.691, 0.743 and 0.709, respectively. In addition, the Tf-Idf of 
bigram words was found to be the most effective set of features to tackle this 
problem. 
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